
The entrY wound o ths Governor'A back is described as of "small size" 
- 	 - 
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R92). The size is not given. It wee known. The Canals a ion' s theory was that 

a single bullet exited the President's neck and entered the Governors back, 

thereafter causing all his injuries. The size of the alleged point of entry 

in the President's neck, according to the Dallas doctors was shout a fifth of an 

inch in diameter. tent= generally but not always, entry wounds are smeller 

than exit wounds. Doctor 411 	) said the governor's beck wound 

measured 2 centimeters, or about five-eighth of an inch. This 15-almost three 

tines the diameter end damaged en even larger area, indiCating something happened 

to the bullet, such as the beginning of turableing, between the time it enteeed 

ad left the President, if that is what it did, ad the time it hit the governor, 
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"Airing his operation on this injury, t1 doctor (Gregory) concluded that 

this ragged wound Was the point of entry..." ( R 93). 
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Asked if the representation of the wrist wound was accurate, Dr. Greogory 

replied, They do not in that, thongs the locations of wounds on the. forearm is 

correct, and the dimensions, it is my opinion that entrance and exit terms have 

been reversed" (4H 128) 



Secret Service 

(20 H 32-8 	100) 

shown the chart of the forearm injury on March 23, 1984 

he said entrance ard exit wounds were reversed. 

42111c4t8£,Aixt5xirz x zxzxzxzxli ailMiGixzWfxift xffeilL2x Je'rflulf.x/x 

fzfibli4 zigx20'1' alui4x!xikillex P:1411 



1/r. 'Shen ass corrected Exhibit-689 (17-11 346) ( •4 11 112) 
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When shown Exhibit 679 ( 17 H 336) Dr. Shaw said the front chest wound we's 

represented as too low and he corrected it. He made a similar correction of 

Exhibit 680 ( 17 H 337) '( 4 H 10.5). 



angle (re diagram 5 ) 

The angle could be vary simply altered by the motion of a few degrees 

6 H 102 


